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Insurance companies have come under increasing
scrutiny in recent years from government antitrust
enforcers and from private attorneys specializing in
antitrust suits. This increased scrutiny has caused com-
panies to reassess their practices for compliance with
antitrust laws, including many practices that the in-
dustry has followed for years. One such practice is
joint underwriting, arrangements such as pools and
binding authorities, where a single underwriter prices
and accepts risks on common terms for several insurers.
On the surface, these arrangements can appear to be
equivalent to price-fixing: rather than insurers com-
peting head-to-head for their own individual sales,
they are brought together in a scheme where they all
cover a particular insured at the same premium rates,
limits and terms, with the coverage allocated among
them in accordance with predetermined shares.

In fact, no antitrust liability should attach to normal
joint underwriting arrangements, due to the availability
of certain exemptions from antitrust laws and to the
correct application of the antitrust laws in the absence
of those exemptions. However, companies need to be
vigilant to prevent legitimate joint underwriting activ-
ities from leading to other practices that can be found
to violate the antitrust laws, such as unreasonably broad
constraints on competing with the joint underwriting
arrangement, collusion outside of the arrangement
and boycotts.

The Practice Of Joint Underwriting
In a typical joint underwriting arrangement, several
insurers agree to accept fixed percentage shares of insur-
ance or reinsurance contracts executed on their behalves
by a common underwriting agent. Each insurer is
entitled to its fixed share of premiums, less expenses
and fees, earned on these contracts, and each is liable
for its fixed share of the losses. In most schemes, each
insurer’s liability is several and not joint; none can be
held responsible for another participant’s share of the
losses. A written contract between each insurer and the
underwriting agent memorializes the scope and limits
of the agent’s underwriting authority and the agent’s
compensation, which frequently includes a share of
profits earned on the contracts.

Many joint underwriting arrangements are established
by state law or state insurance regulations in lines of
business such as health and workers’ compensation,
where the state seeks to have a residual market offering
coverage to insureds that cannot obtain adequate or
affordable coverage on commercial markets. Partici-
pation in these schemes usually is mandatory for com-
panies that write the line of business in the state, and
their shares generally are equal to their portion of the
total business written in the state for the particular line.

Voluntary joint underwriting arrangements often take
the form of pools offering coverage for risks with very
high insurable values, such as property and casualty
coverage for airlines and nuclear power plants. These
pools assemble high levels of capacity behind a single
underwriter, commonly known as a ‘‘managing general
underwriter’’ or ‘‘MGU.’’ Insureds receive the benefit
not only of the higher capacity but also of a diversifica-
tion of insurers and hence a lower insolvency risk.
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Foreign insurers, Lloyd’s syndicates in particular, fre-
quently will utilize voluntary joint underwriting arrange-
ments to reach markets in the United States that require
an underwriter with specialized knowledge and local
market presence. In the Lloyd’s arrangements, the
underwriting agent is known as a ‘‘coverholder,’’ and
the agent’s contract with the syndicates is known as a
‘‘binding authority.’’

The Relevant Antitrust Laws
The provision of the antitrust laws potentially appli-
cable to joint underwriting is Section 1 of the Sherman
Antitrust Act, which prohibits agreements in ‘‘restraint
of trade.’’1 An agreement among actual or potential
competitors to fix the prices that they will charge or
to allocate business among themselves ordinarily is
found to be a per se violation of Sherman Act § 1,
meaning that a violation will be found without the
need to show an actual impairment of competition.2

The Sherman Act is a federal law applicable to agree-
ments affecting interstate and international commerce.
Almost every state has enacted its own antitrust law,
which applies to agreements affecting commerce with
the particular state.3 These state antitrust laws generally
mirror the federal Sherman Act and in most states are
interpreted consistently with federal court interpreta-
tions of the Sherman Act.

State Action Exemption For Mandatory Pools
Mandatory joint underwriting arrangements rarely
should be vulnerable to an antitrust challenge, regard-
less of the merits of any challenge, due to the state
action exemption. Under this exemption, the antitrust
laws do not apply to a restraint on competition imposed
by the state ‘‘as an act of government.’’4 To the extent
that insurers merely participate in a joint underwriting
scheme in compliance with a requirement imposed by
a state statute, the conduct at issue is that of the state
legislature, and it will be deemed ipso facto exempt from
federal antitrust laws.5

The terms of a mandatory joint underwriting scheme
frequently are established not by a statute but by reg-
ulations adopted by a state insurance commissioner.
Three federal courts of appeals have held that regula-
tions adopted by a state’s executive officers are ipso facto
actions of the state and therefore qualify for the state
action exemption without any further showing.6 The
Supreme Court has reserved decision on this issue.7

The Court, however, has indicated that so long as the
state official’s decision to limit competition is in ac-
cordance with an intention ‘‘clearly articulated and
affirmatively expressed as state policy’’ in a statute, com-
pliance with the regulation will be exempt.8 Thus,
where the legislature adopts legislation that clearly
calls for the insurance commissioner to establish and
oversee a mandatory joint underwriting scheme, and
the insurance commissioner adopts regulations estab-
lishing the terms of the scheme, insurers who partici-
pate in the scheme in compliance with those regulations
should qualify for the state action exemption.

In some mandatory schemes, the premiums, coverage
and other terms are set not by the legislature or the
insurance commissioner but by a board consisting of
insurers participating in the scheme. One federal court
of appeals has found such a board to be the equivalent
of a state official and has applied the state action ex-
emption to its actions as if they were the actions of the
insurance commissioner.9 Whether any other court
reaches that conclusion will depend upon the decision
in a case currently pending before the Supreme Court,
which will address the application of state action immu-
nity for state boards and commissions made up of pri-
vate individuals.10

If and to the extent that insurers setting the terms of a
mandatory joint underwriting scheme are deemed to be
private rather than state actors, the state action exemp-
tion might still be available. In this situation, two
requirements must be met: (1) the alleged impairment
of competition must be ‘‘clearly articulated and affirma-
tively expressed as state policy;’’ and (2) the restraint
must be ‘‘actively supervised by the State itself.’’11

The first requirement, clear articulation, will be met
when a statute enacted by the legislature ‘‘explicitly
permits the displacement of competition’’12 or ‘‘the dis-
placement of competition was the inherent, logical, or
ordinary result of the exercise of authority delegated
by the state legislature.’’13 The issue is whether the
state ‘‘clearly intends to displace competition . . . with
a regulatory structure.’’14 The basic process of joint
underwriting – setting common premium rates and
coverage terms for all participants and allocating busi-
ness among them – should qualify, as it is the clear and
obvious result of state laws mandating joint underwrit-
ing.15 However, if the participants in a mandatory joint
underwriting scheme adopt restraints on competition
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that are neither expressly permitted by statute nor the
inherent, logical result of the authority granted by sta-
tute, for example if they seek to restrain competition
among themselves outside of the scheme, the state
action exemption may not be available.

To apply the second requirement, whether the antic-
ompetitive conduct is ‘‘actively supervised by the State,’’
courts assess ‘‘whether the State has exercised sufficient
independent judgment and control so that the details of
the rates and prices have been established as a product
of deliberate state intervention, not simply by private
agreement.’’16 This requirement will not be met when
the participants in the scheme set the rates and terms
of coverage, which then go into effect unless the in-
surance commissioner chooses to veto them.17 For the
state action exemption to apply, a state official must be
actively involved in reviewing and approving the private
conduct for compliance with state law and policy.18

Furthermore, the state supervision must apply to the
particular conduct that is alleged to violate the antitrust
laws.19 If the insurance commissioner reviews and
approves the rates set for a joint underwriting scheme
but not all of the coverage terms, an agreement among
the participant terms on any such unreviewed coverage
terms would not qualify for the state action exemption.

Some states recognize an equivalent state action exemp-
tion to their antitrust laws.20 Other states do not follow
the federal exemption, but no state has held that parti-
cipation in a state mandated joint underwriting scheme
is a violation of the state’s antitrust laws. Such a claim
at a minimum would set up a conflict between two state
laws and would require the court to reconcile them.21

To uphold the antitrust claim, a court would have to
conclude that the state legislature, when enacting the
state’s antitrust law, intended to abolish very specific
legal requirements like mandatory joint underwriting,
and no court is likely to reach that conclusion. Hence,
where insurers’ conduct in participating in a mandatory
joint underwriting scheme qualifies for the federal state
action exemption, the same conduct very likely will not
be found to violate state antitrust laws.

Immunity From Federal Antitrust Laws
Participation in voluntary joint underwriting, by defi-
nition, is not done pursuant to a requirement of state
law and therefore cannot qualify for state action immu-
nity. However, voluntary joint underwriting schemes,
as well as mandatory schemes that fail to qualify for the
state action exemption, generally should benefit from

the McCarran-Ferguson Act, which provides immunity
from federal, but not state, antitrust laws for conduct
that (1) constitutes ‘‘the business of insurance,’’ (2) is
‘‘regulated by State law,’’ and (3) is not an ‘‘act of boy-
cott, coercion or intimidation.’’22

As to the first requirement, the Supreme Court has held
that a practice will be deemed the ‘‘business of insurance’’
upon consideration of ‘‘first, whether the practice has
the effect of transferring or spreading a policyholder’s
risk; second, whether the practice is an integral part of
the policy relationship between the insurer and the
insured; and third, whether the practice is limited to
entities within the insurance industry.’’23 The essential
processes of joint underwriting, a single underwriter sets
premiums and terms for all participants and the coverage
is allocated among them, satisfy all three factors. It unde-
niably has the effect of spreading a policyholder’s risk.
It is an integral part of the policy relationship, in that
it establishes the relationship and sets its terms. Finally,
only insurance companies engage in the practice of
jointly underwriting insurance. On these grounds, two
courts of appeal have found joint underwriting to con-
stitute the ‘‘business of insurance.’’24 Other lower courts
can be expected to reach the same conclusion.

Courts have ruled that certain practices of insurance
companies do not constitute the ‘‘business of insurance.’’
Examples include dealings with third party providers of
goods and services25 and agreements on brokerage com-
missions.26 Hence, for practices outside of the essential
processes of joint underwriting, the availability of im-
munity will depend upon an assessment of the particular
practice.

The second requirement, ‘‘regulated by State law,’’ is
much more lenient than the ‘‘actively supervised’’
requirement of the state action exemption. The author-
ity to review and prohibit ‘‘unfair insurance practices,’’
which most states grant to their insurance commis-
sioners in the same or similarly broad terms, has been
found sufficient, whether or not the commissioner has
actively reviewed the conduct at issue.27 The category of
‘‘unfair insurance practices’’ is broad enough to cover
most, and possibly all, aspects of joint underwriting
that might violate the antitrust laws. Hence, joint under-
writing arrangements should have no difficulty satisfying
the state regulation requirement for immunity.

Furthermore, the requirement of state regulation is met
when the activity is subject to regulation, whether or
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not all of the insurers engaged in it are within the state’s
jurisdiction.28 Thus, joint underwriting by foreign
insurers, like Lloyd’s syndicates, can benefit from im-
munity, because one or more state insurance commis-
sioners will have jurisdiction over the coverholder and
will have the authority to review the coverholder’s prac-
tices in setting premiums, coverage and other terms.

Immunity will be lost under the third requirement, ‘‘boy-
cott, coercion or intimidation,’’ when the conduct at
issue involves an agreement not to deal in one transaction
for the purpose of coercing terms in a separate or collat-
eral transaction.29 As nothing in the basic operations of
joint underwriting relates to any collateral transactions,
immunity generally should not be lost on this ground.
However, if the members of the joint underwriting
scheme do attempt coerce terms in collateral transaction,
for example if they collectively agree not to place other
business with brokers who compete with the scheme,
they could lose the benefit of immunity.30

Joint underwriting schemes, therefore, generally should
qualify for immunity under the McCarran-Ferguson
Act. This immunity applies, however, only to the fed-
eral antitrust laws. It provides no immunity from state
antitrust laws. Some states expressly grant immunity
from the state’s antitrust laws for insurance companies,
agents and brokers for conduct that is permitted by the
state’s insurance laws or is regulated by the insurance
commissioner.31 In most states, insurers are subject to
the antitrust laws to a substantial extent and must take
care to conform their conduct to these laws.

Elements Of A Sherman Act Violation
Where a joint underwriting scheme does not qualify
for either the state action exemption or McCarran-
Ferguson immunity, its legality will turn on the appli-
cation of Section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act, or its
state law counterparts, which prohibit a ‘‘contract, com-
bination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspi-
racy, in restraint of trade.’’32 Establishing a violation of
Sherman Act § 1 requires proof of two elements.

The first requirement is proof of an agreement or a
concert of action. Actions taken independently or uni-
laterally by a single firm cannot violate Section 1.33 The
agreement can be vertical, meaning that the parties are
at different levels of the chain of production or distri-
bution, such as suppliers or customers. The agreement
can also be horizontal, meaning that the parties are at
the same level of production or distribution. In other
words, they are actual or potential competitors.

The second requirement is that the agreement, once it
is identified, have an unreasonable effect on competi-
tion. Certain types of agreements, such as horizontal
agreements fixing prices among competitors, are
deemed per se unreasonable and will be found illegal
without any further showing of an effect on competi-
tion.34 Other types of agreements are analyzed under
the ‘‘rule of reason,’’ which considers, based the facts
the facts and circumstances of the particular agreement,
whether it ‘‘is one that promotes competition or one
that suppresses competition.’’35

The Basic Structure And Terms Of The Joint
Underwriting Scheme
In all voluntary joint underwriting schemes, and in some
mandatory schemes,36 a contract between the under-
writer and each participating insurer will establish the
essential terms of the scheme, such as the scope and limit
of the underwriter’s authority to execute contracts and
to settle claims on behalf of the insurer, the underwriter’s
reporting obligations and the underwriter’s compen-
sation. As a series of separate agreements between the
underwriter and each insurer, these contracts are vertical
agreements. All vertical agreements of this type are ana-
lyzed under the rule of reason.37 An agreement between
a single insurer and a single underwriter on such terms
as the scope of authority, reporting and compensation
would not even arguably suppress competition. Nothing
in that agreement affects the ability of any other insurer
or any other underwriter to compete for any business.
Hence vertical agreements establishing the basic terms
of a joint underwriting scheme would not be found
unreasonable or a violation of Sherman Act § 1.

An antitrust challenger could assert that a joint under-
writing scheme also reflects an agreement among the
participating insurers, which would be a horizontal
agreement. In most schemes, a horizontal agreement
would be difficult to find. Contracts for joint under-
writing usually are formed by the underwriter or its
broker negotiating separately with each participating
insurer, not by the insurers negotiating with each
other. Moreover, the contracts typically state rights and
obligations running between the underwriter and each
insurer separately, not between the insurers. Most con-
tracts state explicitly that the liability of each insurer is
several and not joint, so that the obligations and perfor-
mance of any one insurer has no effect on the obligations
or performance of any other insurer under the contact.

The argument for finding a horizontal agreement
would include an assertion that each insurer entered
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the scheme knowing that other insurers would parti-
cipate in the same insurance contracts at the same pre-
mium rates and terms, but this assertion alone would
not be sufficient. A horizontal agreement under the
Sherman Act cannot be inferred from the fact that
competitors took parallel actions, each knowing or
expecting that the others would take the same action.38

Finding a horizontal agreement would require addi-
tional proof that tends to exclude the possibility that
each participating insurer decided independently to
enter the joint underwriting scheme, such as proof
that agreeing to the terms of the scheme would have
been contrary to each insurer’s interests in the absence
of a commitment from its competitors to agree to the
same terms.39 The availability of such proof will depend
upon the facts and circumstances surrounding a parti-
cular underwriting scheme.

If a horizontal agreement could be shown in a particular
case, the joint underwriting scheme would effectively
be an agreement among competitors to charge the same
price and to allocate business among themselves. Ordi-
narily, an agreement of this type would be a per se
violation of the Sherman Act.40 However, the per se
rule of illegality does not apply when competitors inte-
grate their operations with the purpose and effect of
increasing their efficiency and competitiveness, and
they adopt horizontal restraints that are reasonably
necessary to achieve that beneficial integration.41

The process of joint underwriting fits this description. It
involves an integration of the underwriting operations of
the participating insurers, and it achieves efficiencies and
increases competitiveness through a number of measures:

! First, joint underwriting substantially increases
the capacity offered by an individual underwri-
ter, usually offering much more capacity than
any participating insurer could offer, or would
be willing to offer, on its own. This assembling
of capacity is particularly important in lines of
business requiring very high limits of liability,
like aviation and nuclear power, where joint
underwriting schemes frequently compete.

! Second, the scheme offers a diversification of
insurers offering the high capacity, which low-
ers the risk to policyholders of an insolvency.

! Third, the scheme gives the participating
insurer the services of underwriters with specia-
lized skills and experience, enabling the insurers

to compete in lines of business in which their
own underwriters lack the expertise or experi-
ence needed to compete effectively.

! Fourth, in some lines of insurance business, the
underwriter must have a presence in the local
market, for purposes such as loss prevention ac-
tivities. Joint underwriting schemes open these
markets to foreign insurers, who do not them-
selves have the needed local market presence.

Because of these competitive benefits, a joint under-
writing arrangement will not be deemed per se illegal.
Its legality will be tested under the ‘‘rule of reason,’’
meaning that it will be found legal unless evidence
shows that the effect of the particular arrangement is
more to impair than to promote competition.42

The essential terms of joint underwriting — a single
underwriter sets identical premiums and terms for
all participants and the coverage is allocated among
them — should pass muster under the rule of reason.
A participating insurer usually would not or could not
offer on its own coverages and premiums as attractive
as those of the scheme. An insurer can offer the coverage
terms and better premiums through the scheme, by
reason of the scheme’s higher capacity, diversification,
specialized underwriting expertise and/or local pre-
sence. The overall impact of the arrangement usually
will be to increase the number of effective competitors
in the line of business, which is an enhancement of
competition. Moreover, nothing in the normal joint
underwriting scheme forecloses any other insurers
from competing for the same business, either indivi-
dually or through other joint underwriting schemes.43

The facts surrounding particular joint underwriting
schemes might differ, with possibly different results
under the rule of reason, but the essential features of
joint underwriting ordinarily should be found legal
under the Sherman Act.

Restrictions On Competing With The Scheme
In some voluntary joint underwriting schemes, the par-
ticipating insurers agree not to offer the same line of
business in the same geographic market as the scheme,
either directly or through another joint underwriter.
The legality of such restrictions will depend upon the
facts and circumstances of each particular case, includ-
ing whether the agreement not to compete is found to
be a vertical or a horizontal agreement.
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To the extent that the agreement establishing the
scheme is treated as a series of separate vertical agree-
ments between the underwriter and each participating
insurer, the restraint on competition is equivalent to
each insurer agreeing to make the underwriter the
exclusive outlet for its insurance capacity in the parti-
cular line of business and geographic market. A vertical
agreement establishing an exclusive outlet for a supplier
is presumptively legal and will not violate the Sherman
Act in the absence of evidence that the agreement has
the effect of establishing or maintaining a monopoly.44

Insurance markets rarely are vulnerable to monopoliza-
tion, due to the ease in which insurers can enter markets
and expand their capacity. Consequently, a set of en-
tirely vertical agreements preventing the participants in
an underwriting scheme from competing with the
scheme will rarely raise any serious antitrust risks.

The issue becomes more complicated if the facts of the
particular arrangement lead to finding a horizontal agree-
ment among the participants not to compete with the
scheme. An agreement among competitors not to com-
pete in a particular market usually is found per se illegal,45

but the rule of per se illegality would not apply to most
cases of joint underwriting. Where a joint undertaking
among competitors serves to increase efficiencies and
competitiveness, as is the case with joint underwriting
schemes, an agreement among the competitors not to
compete with their joint undertaking is considered an
‘‘ancillary restraint,’’ and is not per se illegal, if the restraint
is reasonably necessary to achieve the efficiencies and
competitive benefits of the undertaking.46

Restrictions on competing with a joint underwriting
scheme ordinarily would qualify as ancillary restraints.
An essential part of the scheme is that the common
underwriter offers participating insurers the benefit of
its position in the particular market, including its
underwriting expertise, its reputation as an underwriter
and its relationships with brokers and policyholders.
Underwriters would be reluctant to offer these benefits
if insurers could take advantage of them on coverage
placed through other channels, in which the underwri-
ter did not have a share of the profits. Essentially, the
justification for the restraint on competition is that it
prevents a free-rider problem that would undermine the
effectiveness of the joint underwriting scheme. Ancil-
lary restraints on competition with joint undertakings
frequently are justified on the grounds that they are
necessary to prevent this type of free-rider problem.47

Furthermore, an ancillary restraint does not violate the
Sherman Act unless the parties agreeing to it possess
market power, meaning that they have the ability to
raise their prices by reducing their output, as a result
of a very large market share and an inability of com-
petitors to enter the market or to expand their capacity
in response to the premium increase.48 Without market
power, the parties’ restraint on poses no threat that
consumers will be denied the benefits of competition.
It is possible that a particular underwriting scheme pos-
sesses market power, but most clearly do not, as they
operate in markets that are highly competitive.49

It is important to note that agreements among insurers
participating in joint underwriting schemes not to com-
pete will be deemed ancillary restraints only so long as
they are limited to the markets where the joint under-
writing scheme operates. If the parties agree not to com-
pete in lines of business or geographic areas where the
joint underwriting scheme does not operate, the restric-
tions could not be justified as an ancillary restraint. It
would be presumed unlawful, and a violation of the
Sherman Act would be found unless the parties could
prove that its overall effect is to enhance competition.50

Restrictions On Membership
During the 1960s, the two leading aviation insurance
pools in the United States were investigated by the
Department of Justice for restrictions that they imposed
on insurers joining the pools. Both investigations ended
with consent decrees, and as a consequence no prece-
dent was established.51 Judicial decisions issued since
those consent decrees have provided substantial gui-
dance on when membership restrictions for voluntary
joint underwriting schemes will raise antitrust risks.52

Frequently the membership is selected unilaterally by
the underwriter, and no participating insurer has any
involvement in deciding which other insurers may or
may not be invited. In that situation, no agreements on
membership restrictions are formed, and no Sherman
Act § 1 violation will be found.

In some schemes, the agreements between the under-
writer and each participating insurer may preclude the
underwriter from inviting any other insurers, or certain
other insurers, from joining the scheme, or it may set
out criteria or processes for selecting other participating
insurers. As vertical agreements, their legality would be
tested under the rule of reason.53 The legal test would
be the same if the membership restrictions were found
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to be part of a horizontal agreement among the
participating insurers. Membership rules established
by participants in joint undertakings that enhance com-
petition are assessed under the rule of reason.54

Under the rule of reason, agreements restricting mem-
bership in a joint underwriting scheme ordinarily will
be found legal. Membership restrictions can serve to
enhance competition, by keeping out of the scheme
insurers who might be less attractive to potential insur-
eds for various reasons, such as a weaker capital struc-
ture and increased insolvency risk. They also give
participating insurers confidence that their shares of
the scheme’s profits will not be diluted and assure the
pioneering participants in a scheme that they need not
share its benefits with insurers who wish to join only
after the profitability of the scheme is established. As to
negative effects on competition, a membership restric-
tion might prevent another insurer from retaining the
particular underwriter’s services, but unless the under-
writer has a monopoly over underwriting in the parti-
cular insurance market, which is rarely if ever the case,
the agreement would not lead to any impairment of
competition. The excluded insurer would still have
the ability to compete, either by delegating to another
underwriter or by underwriting directly on its own.

Membership restrictions might, however, lead to a risk
of a boycott allegation. A boycott will be found when
firms agree not to deal with another as a means of
coercing the terms of a transaction that is different
from and unrelated to the transaction on which they
are refusing to deal.55 For example, if the participants in
a joint underwriting scheme agree to refuse member-
ship to an insurer, based on that insurer’s competition
with the participants in other markets where the
scheme does not operate, the agreement would be a
per se violation of the Sherman Act.56 Furthermore,
the McCarran-Ferguson Act does not confer immunity
from federal antitrust laws for boycott claims.57 To
avoid the risk of a boycott claim, a scheme should
deny membership only on grounds that are reasonably
related to the scheme’s operation and effectiveness.
Membership should not be denied to benefit partici-
pants on business that they write outside of the scheme.

Competition Outside Of The Scheme
One significant antitrust risk presented by a joint under-
writing scheme is that it brings together companies that
frequently are competitors outside of the scheme.
Obviously, participants should not use the scheme as a
forum for agreeing to raise prices, limit output or

otherwise restrain competition in other markets. Even
if participants refrain from such conduct, they face a risk
of an antitrust claim alleging that the joint underwriting
scheme gave them an opportunity to collude in other
markets. An opportunity to collude, by itself, is not
illegal and would not be sufficient grounds for a govern-
ment agency or a private plaintiff to assert a claim of
actual collusion among the participants.58 However, in a
situation where other indications of collusion are pre-
sent, such as clear patterns of price leadership and con-
duct inconsistent with independent decision-making, an
opportunity to collude could be a significant factor in a
court allowing a collusion claim to proceed to trial.

To avoid this risk, the joint underwriting scheme must
be managed carefully. As much as possible, the under-
writer should deal and communicate with participating
insurers individually and separately. Participants who
are actual or potential competitors outside of the
scheme should not meet or communicate directly
with one another unless necessary, and when necessary,
their dealings and communications with one another
should be monitored closely to ensure that they do not
address or discuss competition outside of the scheme.
The information that participants receive from the
underwriter should relate only to the scheme. The
underwriter should not collect any information from
participants concerning their activities outside of the
scheme, unless the information is clearly relevant to
the management of the scheme, and where such infor-
mation is collected, is must be kept confidential under
procedures that ensure no participant’s confidential
information is disclosed to any other participant.
Finally, a joint underwriting scheme should adopt
and implement, with the assistance of counsel, an effec-
tive antitrust compliance program.
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